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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Mixed Marble Mosaic Tile For Interior And Exterior Decoration

Short Description: This is a fresh product which is

made of green and cream marble material, and the

whole tile looks nice and the color is favored by many

people. This unique flower shape is suitable for both

interior and exterior decoration.

Model No.: WPM470

Pattern: Geometric Flower

Color: Green And Cream

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Green Flower, Crema Marfil Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The modular mosaic tile can also be said to be mosaics with seams. Its overall structure is a

discontinuous mosaic product composed of standardized small unit blocks of different

shapes, which are arranged in sequence according to certain gap standards, position

standards, and pattern distribution requirements. Green and white mosaic tiles offer people a

fresh feeling and attract more attention than other colors because the green color is more

impressive. This flower-shaped mixed marble mosaic tile is made of Green Flower Marble and
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Cream Marfil Marble. There are both small and large square chips of the green marble, and

the cream marble is made into small parallelogram chips, then we fixed the particles onto the

fiber net and make the whole tile like cream flowers on the green background.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Mixed Marble Mosaic Tile For Interior And Exterior Decoration

Model No.: WPM470

Pattern: Geometric Flower

Color: Green And Cream

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Green Flower, Crema Marfil Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Tile-size: 324x324mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM470

Color: Green And Cream

Marble Name: Green Flower, Crema Marfil Marble

Product Application

Natural marble mosaic tiles is usually applied in the indoor area, especially for the light color marble

mosaic tiles such as white and grey, this green flower shaped modular stone mosaic tile can be used for

both indoor and outdoor paving projects, and both wall and floor are acceptable, anywhere can use

this product.



Interior stone wall and floor tiles, mosaic splashback panels, marble hall floor tiles, exterior stone

cladding tiles and so on, just inspire your imagination about your designing works. On the other hand,

we use waterproof fiber back net to paste the stone mosaic chips on it and every chip is fixed well, the

product quality is stable. If you like this product, please let us know your application plans, we are

pleased to get your messages.

FAQ

Q: How do you deliver the mosaic products to me?

A: We mainly ship our stone mosaic products by sea shipping, if you are urgent to get the goods, we

can arrange it by air as well.

Q: What is your minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1000 square feet)

Q: Where is your factory?

A: Our marble factory is mainly located in Shuitou town and Zhangzhou city.

Q: Can I visit your factory?

A: Sure, welcome to visit our factory.


